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Deep Blue Pacific Wind seeks to develop Pacific 
Northwest’s first floating offshore wind project off 

Southern Oregon coast  

 

PORTLAND, Oregon, June 28, 2022 — Deep Blue Pacific Wind, a joint venture created to 
bring the benefits of floating offshore wind to Oregon, has nominated three areas off the 
Southern Oregon coast to build the Pacific Northwest’s first floating offshore wind project. 
Deep Blue Pacific Wind’s nomination was submitted in response to the Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management’s (BOEM) official Call for Information and Nominations to assess 
commercial interest in and obtain public input on potential wind energy leasing in federal 
waters off the coast of Oregon.   
 
Deep Blue Pacific Wind is a joint venture between TotalEnergies, a global multi-energy 
company, and Simply Blue Group, a pioneer in floating offshore wind technologies. The joint 
venture is led by Oregonians with decades of experience creating renewable energy policy 
and projects. With the expertise and proven global track record of its parent companies, Deep 
Blue Pacific Wind aspires to create clean, affordable energy that will help Oregon achieve its 
goal of net zero emissions by 2040.    
 
“The next great frontier of renewable energy is floating offshore wind and with some of the 
best resources available, Oregon has the potential to be a global leader,” said Oregon 
renewable industry veteran and Deep Blue Pacific Wind’s President Kevin Banister. “Floating 
offshore wind can power millions of homes and create thousands of jobs while maintaining the 
integrity of Oregon’s marine industries and coastal communities.”  
 
The U.S. Department of Interior has identified approximately 1,800 square miles off 
Oregon’s southern coast near Coos and Curry Counties, which present the greatest potential 
for floating offshore wind due to strong wind speeds and accessibility. Deep Blue Pacific 
Wind has nominated three smaller sections within those two areas, roughly 135 square miles 
each.  
 
“Oregon is known for taking bold steps to protect our public lands and waters,” said Deep 
Blue Pacific Wind’s Director of Government and External Affairs Peter Cogswell, who has 
spent decades working with state agencies, tribes and utilities on energy issues in Oregon. 
“We believe floating offshore wind is good for Oregon’s future and can bring permanent jobs 
and new industries to towns along the coast and beyond.”  
 

Floating offshore wind is a critical piece of the federal government’s goal of reaching 30 
gigawatts of power from offshore wind by 2030. The technology offers new opportunities and 
advantages such as:  

● Access to deeper water further from the coast, where winds are stronger and more 
consistent, creating more energy.  

● Less disruption to local ecosystems and other marine industries.  
● Rapidly falling costs. 

“The Pacific Northwest has some of the highest potential for floating offshore wind,” said 
Lauren Spence, Vice President of Deep Blue Pacific Wind. “We look forward to continuing to 
work with local stakeholders and BOEM in this promising market.”  
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“The clock is ticking here in Oregon to develop scalable solutions to reach our state’s net zero 
goal,” said Banister. “Floating offshore wind is our largest, untapped renewable resource and 
we are ready and able to change that.” 
 
As part of its years-long process, BOEM continues to collect input from state and local 
governments, tribes and commercial and recreational fishing industries and fund  
environmental and technical studies to collect information on marine wildlife. Deep Blue is 
also working with similar stakeholders as plans for floating offshore wind move forward.   
 

### 
 
About Deep Blue Pacific Wind  
Deep Blue Pacific Wind is a joint venture between TotalEnergies, a global multi-energy company, and 

Simply Blue Group, a leading blue economy developer, creating pioneering blue economy projects in  

– floating offshore wind, wave energy and low-impact aquaculture. Based in Portland, Oregon, Deep 

Blue seeks to bring the benefits of floating offshore wind to the Pacific Northwest, including clean, 

renewable energy, new jobs, and stronger, more resilient communities.  

 

About TotalEnergies  

TotalEnergies is a global multi-energy company that produces and markets energies: oil and biofuels, 

natural gas and green gases, renewables and electricity. Our more than 100,000 employees are 

committed to energy that is ever more affordable, cleaner, more reliable and accessible to as many 

people as possible. Active in more than 130 countries, TotalEnergies puts sustainable development in 

all its dimensions at the heart of its projects and operations to contribute to the well-being of people.  

 

TotalEnergies and offshore wind   

TotalEnergies is already developing a portfolio of offshore wind projects with a total capacity of more 

than 11 GW, of which 2/3 are bottom-fixed and 1/3 are floating. These projects are located in the United 

Kingdom (Seagreen project, Outer Dowsing, Erebus, ScotWind), South Korea (Bada project), Taiwan 

(Yunlin project), France (Eolmed project) and the United States (New York Bight project, North Carolina 

project). The Company has also been qualified to participate in competitive tenders in the US, UK and 

France, and will also participate in tenders in Norway, in Poland and the Netherlands.  

  

TotalEnergies and renewable electricity  

As part of its ambition to get to net zero by 2050, TotalEnergies is building a portfolio of activities in 

renewables and electricity. At the end of September 2021, TotalEnergies' gross renewable electricity 

generation capacity was 10 GW. TotalEnergies will continue to expand this business to reach 35 GW 

of gross production capacity from renewable sources and storage by 2025, and then 100 GW by 2030 

with the objective of being among the world's top 5 producers of electricity from wind and solar energy.  
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TotalEnergies Contacts  

Media Relations: +33 1 47 44 46 99 l presse@totalenergies.com l         @TotalEnergiesPR   

Investor Relations: +44 (0)207 719 7962 l ir@totalenergies.com  

  

About Simply Blue  

Simply Blue Group, headquartered in Cork, Ireland, is a leading blue economy developer focused on 

replacing fossil fuels with clean ocean energy. It develops pioneering blue economy projects – floating 

offshore wind, wave energy and low-impact aquaculture – all in harmony with the oceans. The company 

has a pipeline of over 10 GW of floating offshore wind projects, primarily in the waters off Ireland and 

the UK. Simply Blue is committed to creating new economic opportunities for coastal communities, and 

developing projects that co-exist with sustainable fisheries and marine conservation. For more, go 

to: https://simplybluegroup.com and http://www.simplybluegroup.com/USA.OnTwitter 

@SimplyBlueUS. 
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